
IKEA is not only one of the world’s most successful 

retailers, it’s also a powerful brand, ranking among 

Forbes Top 50 World’s Most Valuable Brands. In 

advertising, Ikea has a wonderful knack for using clever 

and fun commercials to lead its customers in their stores. 

And on the social front, the company has a firm grasp on 

how to innovate and is always looking for new ways to 

engage its audience. 

The main objective is to use various channels outside the 

store to explain the full IKEA offer, with images from the 

catalog being at the center of Ikea’s communications. 

And that is where Instagram, the most visually stunning 

social networks, comes into play as a key element in their 

branding strategy.
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IKEA Belgium’s wonderful ad 
immersion in Instagram Stories 
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Social Lab is the leading 
social marketing agency 
in Belgium. 
Social Lab helps build, 
engage and amplify the 
social media presence 
of brands and covers 
t h e  e n t i r e  r a n g e  o f 
social media marketing 
s e r v i c e s ,  i n c l u d i n g 
content management, 
real time amplification, 
performance campaigns 
and social CRM. 

Working with IKEA, they 
were one of  the f irst 
agencies to test Ads in 
Instagram Stories.
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A first successful test on 
Instagram Stories to promote 
a launch event

22% of IKEA’s followers reached 
Using Stories to cover the launch party was an innovative way 
to authentically engage with the audience. 

The strategy actually paid up as Stories reached up to 22% of IKEA’s followers on Instagram, 
convincing the retailer that Instagram Stories are a very effective way 
to connect with customers and get their attention.

22%
of IKEA’s followers

reached 

Organic promotion with Instagram StoriesPS collection 
launch event 
For the launch of a new collection called 
“PS”, IKEA Belgium organised an event in 
Brussels to make some noise around the 
new products and to animate their brand 
lover community.
On top of the user generated content, IKEA 
leveraged Ads in Instagram Stories not 
only to drive awareness around the new 
products but also to promote the launch 
event itself. 
Stories were published organically to live 
post the event.



Up

14%
of its targeted

audience

CPM lower by

15%
compared to the

IKEA performance
benchmark
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Mathieu Gillain, Global Head of Media at Social.Lab Brussels 
“Instagram’s Stories are a way to reach our target audience with vertical and authentic 
content. The ability to promote them is a great step forward as it enables us to expand 

the reach of our campaign towards a broader audience of prospects.” 

A confirmed success for this second campaign  
With more than 53 000 followers, IKEA Belgium had already built a strong community on 
Instagram and its previous promoted posts ’ performances were already very satisfying. Being 
able to use Stories in their paid strategy was a real opportunity but the big question was: are 
the performances gonna be as good for ads in Stories as ads in the Feed?

Thanks to MakeMeReach optimization tools, the JASSA campaign reached a CPM lower by 15% 
compared to the IKEA performance benchmark on Instagram. The ad reached up 14% of its 
targeted audience.
With very little investment, the campaign was a real success! 

Social Lab and IKEA Belgium are now working on new creatives to launch new ads campaigns 
in Instagram Stories and to continue to innovate and delight their community.

A second ads campaign in Instagram 
Stories to confirm the good 
performance of this channel

Supported by ads in Instagram Stories
With 150M+ unique daily users, Instagram Stories is now for sure 
a must-have in a marketing brand strategy. The format of the ad itself 
also seduced IKEA and Social Lab as it is the first immediate full-screen 
and immersive experience

The story was articulated around a sequence of 3 images. 
The first image attracts the attention of the user, 
the second and the third ones reveal the new collection’s style.

Jassa collection launch
After testing organic Instagram Stories, 
IKEA, helped by their agency Social Lab, 
decided to go further and to use paid ads in 
Instagram Stories for the launch of another 
new collection named JASSA. 


